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back in the day the use of compressors on vocal was a no-no. this was especially true when most
vocals were recorded in relatively pristine studio environments. however things are different now, as
studios are using the technology to warm up vocals and get a more emotive vibe going. another
function of vintage warmer is that it is very flexible and can work with a lot of different styles. which
will make your mixes much more enjoyable to listen to. this is a real time saver for anyone that often
has to do their mixes around the clock. if you are recording vocals, warming up vocal takes in the
middle of the night just makes life much more enjoyable. the versions that sound the most natural
are the ones that have the higher mid frequencies. people who have used vintage gear also know
that often their microphones would have less low end. vintage warmer does a very good job of
enhancing this. it especially works great for a singer who also plays an instrument. vintage warmer is
a device that warm the sound. you probably dont want to use a lot of compression in the first place.
vintage warmer then works as the last thing to be applied. try it and you will see the difference. so if
you have a vocal that sounds dull and lifeless, vintage warmer is a perfect solution. if you want to
warm up vocals in general or vocals and guitars, it is a great tool. for example, some female singer
vocals can sound quite bland sometimes. lightroom is one of the leading tools in the digital world for
photography. well, its not only about just digital photography, but for any kind of photography that
involves an image. its one of the finest tools available to date and a very powerful graphic editor too.
it contains a vast variety of tools to create an attractive image. you can browse the online manual to
have a better understanding of the application.
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editors note: david v is a college student living in phoenix. he wrote to say that he was happy with
his psp vintage warmer 2, and that he hopes to use it in his future work. i must say that i was

pleased to see it was well-sought, though i have not got to use it yet. one day i may try to track him
down to ask a few more questions and see what he has to say about it. i have no doubt it will be a
great little tool. the update version 1.7.1 added the usb connection to ipad on mac. but windows

users may still not be able to update their ipad, because the update has only been released for mac.
earlier version of the psp vintage warm does not support. for those who do not want to update, you

may update from version 1.0 to version 1.1, just the same way as updating the version of audio
plugin sonata, and synchronize the plugin with itunes. more info at; http://www.sonic-hq.com/blog/20
11/10/29/psp-vintage-warmer-1-7-x-new-features-hint-for-windows-users-to-fix-the-i-d-problem/ past
vintage classics like the korg volca series have always been great for me as they have good vintage
character and dont add the extra noise or lushness that more modern digital classics can. here on
prog rock we do have access to a wide variety of certain heritage synths that you normally dont

have the option of using in a modern studio environment. these were used back then to simulate a
certain type of sound that can now only be created with a sampler of some sort. also a perfect

solution for the quest for the right vintage character for any production style. now you can use this
vintage character to warm up the low end of your mix or even the entire mix if you want. this will be

a very useful trick as any basic compression will most likely dull and suppress your low end.
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